Open Networking speeds up Czech Television
to face 4K-demands
Interlab, a France-based system integrator
and broadcasting expert, provided a fully
integrated, future-proof storage solution
with a network infrastructure based on Open
Networking white box switches with PICOS®
to handle 4K workflow demands.

Project Profile

Customer type
Public television
broadcaster

Industry
Broadcasting

Location
Czech Republic

Hardware
Edgecore
Switch 5712 40100GbE

Software
PICOS®

Partner
Interlab France

Česká televize delivers six channels of news,
sports, family, arts and educational content.
Two-thirds of its content is produced in-house
with state-of-the-art technology in HD and 4K
resolution. This results in high demands for
the storage and network infrastructure.

Challenge
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Low-Latency
Connectivity
Low-Latency client-storage

connectivity via IP Ethernet

1

Cost Effective

Deliver a high-speed backbone switch
infrastructure that is scalable, fast, flexible
yet cost-effective to support the storage
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Future-Ready

Future-proof technology that can be
improved in small steps, rather than
expensive upgrades

solution provided by Interlab

“The pressure of modern post-production and
broadcast techniques intensifies as bigger
and bigger files are produced. Sustaining the
highest levels of throughput quickly becomes
a top business priority.”
David Stein, CEO of Interlab

Solution
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Open Networking Hardware

Use of Open Networking hardware with an average price advantage of 50% compared to legacy
solutions to significantly bring down initial and running costs.
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10GbE Speeds
High-speed 10GbE switches with

advanced Layer 2/3 operating software

Flexibility and
Independence

Open Networking hardware and software for great flexibility and
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independence, making it easy to upgrade in the future

“Especially the broadcasting industry is in dire need of highspeed network solutions to handle ever growing data traffic
demands of 4K workflow. Speed is a competitive advantage
but proprietary legacy solutions come with a hefty price tag.
Open Networking offers speed, flexibility and independence
with savings from up to 50 percent!”
Waldemar Scheck, VP Sales & Technology STORDIS

Services
Hardware Sourcing
Guaranteed best prices on Edgecore
and Pica8, secured shipping

Consultancy
Help to find the best hardware
and software options

LABS
Free test samples from STORDIS LABS

Professional
Support

Software
Installation

STORSUPPORT Bronze level

Pre-Installation of PICOS®
on the switch

Deployment Services
Off-site guidance and support for set-up

STORDIS welcomes the revolution of Open
Networking trends like ‘web-scale networking’
with great enthusiasm and accordingly
continues to actively participate by offering
highly-sophisticated open networking products
and services to European and worldwide
customers and partners.

Rosenwiesstr. 17
70567 Stuttgart
Germany

Edgecore Networks is the leader in open
networking providing a full line of 1GbE, 10GbE,
25GbE, 40GbE, 50GbE, and 100GbE open and
OCP switches that offer choice of NOS and SDN
software for data center, telecommunications,
and enterprise network use cases.

+49 (0)711 3421 580

PICOS® offers the most comprehensive support
for enterprise features on the market and
includes the Debian Linux distribution L2/L3
switching and routing. Pica8 continues to push
the boundaries of open, disaggregated network
application control, customization and ease of
use to help companies benefit from the Open
Networking Revolution.
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